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EGGLESTONWORKS ANNOUNCES PLANS FOR  

CES 2015, LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, USA 
 
Memphis, TN, USA – December 8, 2014 – EgglestonWorks announces today its plans for the 2015 
Consumer Electronics Show, January 6 – 9 in Las Vegas, USA.    EgglestonWorks will have 
several models on display over three rooms at the Venetian Hotel:  The room numbers are: Suite 30-
231,  Suite 29-126, and  Suite 29-227. 

 
The EgglestonWorks line currently consists models ranging in price from $3250.00 to $135,000.00.  
The extensive line will be represented at CES by current production models, The Andra III 
($24,900/Pair USD), The Nine Signature ($18,900.00/Pair USD), The Rosa Signature  
($13,900.00/Pair USD), The Fontaine Signature ($8,500.00/Pair USD), The Isabel Signature 
($6,500.00/Pair USD), The NEW Nico bookshelf (3,250.00/Pair USD), and The NEW Emma 
($3,950.00/Pair USD). 
 
Suite 30-231 will feature the EgglestonWorks Andra III and Nico speakers on live demonstration.  
This room will feature amplification from VTL as well as a front end from Bricasti Design.  All 
cabling in this room will be from Hemingway Audio. 
 
Suite 29-126 will feature the EgglestonWorks Nico speakers on live demonstration.  The system 
driving the Nico’s will feature the EHF-100 amplification from Rogers High Fidelity and Kimber 
Cables. 
 
Suite 29-227 will feature the EgglestonWorks Nine Signature on live demonstration.  Amplification 
and all front end equipment in this room will be supplied by SOtM Audio. 
 
“This will be an ambitious and busy show for us,” says EgglestonWorks president Jim Thompson.  
“We are looking forward to showing our speakers on a variety of equipment.”  “This CES will give 
attendees the opportunity to hear EgglestonWorks on three completely different systems,” he said.  
“Our aim is to showcase the flexibility of our speakers with different kinds of gear, while exposing 
us to a wider audience.” 

 
As usual if a private audition is desired, the company asks that you contact them via email at 
jim@egglestonworks.com. 


